
 
 

Three is a Charm!  
Highland Park Entrepreneur Achieves  

Inc. 5000 Ranking for the third year in a row 
 

Discount Credit Card Supply Appears on the Inc. 5000 list,  
Ranking No. 2616,  

With Three-Year Sales Growth of 134% 
 

August 16, 2017 – Inc. magazine ranked Discount Credit Card Supply (DCCS) NO. 2616 on its 36th 
annual Inc. 5000, the most prestigious ranking of the nation's fastest-growing private companies in 
America.  
 
This is the third time for DCCS on the Inc. 5000. This trifecta is truly an extraordinary accomplishment! 
Of the tens of thousands of companies that have applied to the Inc. 5000 over the years, only a fraction 
have made the list more than once. A mere one in five have made the list three times!  
 
Discount Credit Card Supply President Adam Kaplan stated “We distinguish ourselves from our 
competitors with our expertise in Deployment Services, exceptional customer service, customized 
terminal mounts and stands, and a wide variety of refurbished products.” Adam’s creativity and dynamic 
leadership style has propelled DCCS to continue to prosper in an increasingly crowded and competitive 
online and retail marketplace.  
  
A longtime customer states: “Over the years we have worked with many different third party vendors 
for POS related items and services.  We believe the group at Discount Credit Card Supply goes above 
and beyond for all deployment requests asked of them.  Whether they are holding our company-
owned stock, or we’re in need of new or refurbished gear, encrypted properly, they deliver on time 
to the correct storefront consistently.  Having a value-added partnership with DCCS has helped 
streamline our sales staff and we strongly believe they have enhanced our customer relationships 
at the same time.”  
 
Discount Credit Card Supply (DCCS) supplies new and refurbished point of sale processing equipment to 
agents, wholesalers, online marketplaces and merchants of all sizes. DCCS has a full-service refurbishing 
center, paper supply warehouse, deployment, same-day shipping services, rentals and software solutions. 
DCCS also provides merchant services with technology-driven solutions including EMV-ready 
equipment and a wide array of customized solutions including terminal stands which increase efficiency 
and ease to merchants and consumers alike at the point of sale. DCCS services accounts nationwide and 
across all industries.  
 
For additional information, contact:  
Discount Credit Card Supply 
Leslie Goldstein 
877-298-6939 
leslie@discountccsupply.com  
 
 



 


